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Order preparation cart









Greater speed in 
picking operations

Increased order 
fulfillment efficiency 

Decreased errors 
thanks to the Put to 
Light system

High maneuverability 
of the Put & Go cart



Put & Go is a fast, safe and easy to use system that 
facilitates order preparation by directing operators 
with the help of light indicators.

Using the cart, the operator retrieves the materials 
from the trays and places them inside plastic boxes 
each of which is associated with a specific picking 
list.

The Put & Go can be used in two ways:

Multiple mode

All storage systems operate at the same time to fill 
the cart.

In this mode, multiple operators can pick the items 
simultaneously from the storage systems and place 
them simultaneously in the appropriate box on 
the cart. In this case, the PTL will flash different 
colors according to the storage system from which 
the item was picked and will provide the operators 
with proper instructions regarding where to place 
the item.

Single mode

Only one storage system operates at a time to fill 
the cart.

In this mode, the operator will load the cart with all 
the items from the list, picking them from one storage 
system at a time. Once all the picking operations from 
the storage system have been completed, the PTL 
will light up orange and the display will indicate the 
number of the storage system for the subsequent 
picking operations. The operator must move and 
repeat the operation on the other storage systems 
until the last item of the order list is complete. 

The cart consists of a 3-level metal shelving unit, 
each shelf of which is equipped with four Put To Light 
(PTL) stations. 

Each PTL corresponds to a location, equipped with an 
identification bar-code label generated by the Ferretto 
Group WMS and a confirmation button.

Each location hosts a box where the operator places 
the material of a specific list.

Efficient and safe order preparation 
system always at your side

Structure

OperationPUT&GO

5-digit alphanumeric display which shows 
the amount of material to be placed.

Confirm button. It is used to confirm the 
amount of material placed and shown on the 
display. Through the WMS it is possible to 
associate the button with up to 6 different 
colors corresponding to the storage 
systems from which the operator must pick the 
material.  
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Steel frame

Handles for easy operation 
of the cart

Shelves adjustable both in 
height and inclination

5 wheels for easier and more 
stable rotation

Rechargeable battery and 
Wi-fi connection
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Cart specifications

PTL specifications
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Maximum cart load capacity: 300kg
Maximum load capacity of each shelf: 75 kg

Lithium battery 12V 20 Ah

Battery life 8-16 hours (depending on usage)

Fast charging batteries max 1.5h

Wi-Fi connection via Access Point

12 PTL with 5 alphanumeric digits
5 pivoting wheels 

2 of which are equipped with a locking brake

Cart dimensions: L 1,297mm x W 625mm x H 1,830mm
Shelf dimensions: L 120cm x W 60cm

The height and inclination of the shelves can be adjusted
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Boxes for order preparation •

Barcode reader •

Label printer •

LGV towing hook •
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